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Welcome to the October/November 2009 issue. We like the rest of the world are 
going through changes. There are a lot of challenges out there to bring a quality 
product to our readers and advertisers. But bear with us and we’ll meet those chal-
lenges.   

Our fall Oct/Nov issue is as usual is more bird counts than articles. Just as most 
of the rest of the year is more articles than bird counts, makes us different than the 
rest. We now have all our back issues online so if you get bored with bird counts we 
have hundreds of articles for you.

So what do we have in store for you in this issue?  First I talk American Water 
Spaniels with Jane & George Christiansen of Night Hawk Kennels of Vergas, MN, 
they are in the small group that run the national club and a major breeder of AWS’s. 
Dave Duffey talks about when to start training our dog. We then offer you an excerpt 
from the book Urban Gun Dogs By Anthony Z. Roettger & Benjamin H. Schleidler 
III. Tony is one of the trainers for our dog Scooby who has her Senior Hunter. 

Next we look at a few reminders for pheasant season and expected opener issues. 
Then we take a short look at the most common commands many of us use.  Then we 
look at the 125 years of the AKC and the dogs that have risen to the top in popular-
ity. Next we look at the latest AKC news and News from the Enemy and good guys 
camps. And finish this issue with the state news, calendars breeders and less I not 
forget as always Last Laugh.
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